FINE-GRAINED ANALYSIS OF TEACHER KNOWLEDGE: PROPORTION AND GEOMETRY
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In this study, we considered how four teachers reasoned about proportional situations involving geometry. We used pilot interviews conducted with in-service middle grades teachers around a set of proportional tasks. Analysis relied on a knowledge in pieces lens to uncover the resources that each teacher used in solving the tasks and which resources seemed to support the reasoning. Our findings suggest that this is an area of proportional reasoning in which multiplicative comparisons are important, but insufficient, for supporting reasoning. We also found that these teachers did not invoke the constant of proportionality in ways that supported their reasoning.
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Purpose of the Study

Teacher knowledge matters. This is a conclusion reached by scholars and researchers alike (e.g., National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008; Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2005). However, the nature of that knowledge has been less thoroughly studied. To date, three main approaches have dominated the landscape of teacher knowledge research. The most enduring approaches have involved using proxy measures to seek correlations between teachers’ knowledge and particular aspects of their backgrounds such as courses taken in their preparation programs (e.g., Begles, 1975; Goe & Stickler, 2008). These studies have yielded inconclusive results about the relationship of teacher knowledge to student achievement. A second approach has been the use of assessments that attempt to measure the amount of knowledge teachers have (e.g., Baumert et al., 2010; Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2005; Post, Harel, Behr, & Lesh, 1988). These studies have uncovered a host of gaps in teacher knowledge. A third approach to studying teacher knowledge, exemplified by Ma (1999), relies on qualitative approaches to understand teacher thinking. While some of these studies have focused on teacher deficiencies as the basis for developing theories of teacher knowledge (e.g., Ma, 1999), others have used the fine-grained analysis of teacher understanding to uncover important aspects of teacher reasoning with an eye toward supporting further teacher development (e.g., Izsák, 2008; Orrill & Brown, 2012). The current study continues this third tradition by carefully considering teachers’ reasoning about particular proportional situations. Here, we considered how the teachers’ knowledge about proportions and geometry would work across the three situations.

Theoretical Framework

Consistent with this kind of approach to the study of teacher knowledge, we relied on the knowledge in pieces theory (e.g., diSessa, 1988, 2006; Smith, diSessa, & Roschelle, 1993) to guide our analysis of teachers’ reasoning. Knowledge in pieces is appropriate and useful because it posits that our understandings are stored as fine-grained knowledge resources invoked in a given situation. In the knowledge in pieces view, as in other research focused on knowledge organization (c.f., Bédard & Chi, 1992), the development of expertise (i.e., learning) involves
building connections and refinements that allow appropriate pieces of knowledge to be invoked in various situations. Thus, knowledge in pieces allows us a lens for considering *coherence* of knowledge. For those with more coherent knowledge, more knowledge resources should be readily invoked whereas knowledge resources for someone with less coherent knowledge would like be more haphazardly invoked. Knowledge in pieces allows us to consider that people may have understandings that are tacit in a given situation rather than assuming that unseen knowledge is missing. Further, it allows us to consider that any individual’s knowledge is reasonable in isolation—that is, people are making sense of their world in ways that are reasonable to them given the knowledge they have invoked for the situation. This view is removed from the knowledge deficit models that choose to focus on the mathematics teachers may not know. It is also important because it allows us to begin to operationalize the notion of coherence which appears often in scholarly pieces about desired teacher knowledge (e.g., Ma, 1999; NMAP, 2008; Silverman & Thompson, 2008) but that has been rarely operationalized.

**Methods**

**Participants, Context, & Data Sources**

This study was an exploratory, qualitative study conducted as a pilot effort for a larger project. The participants were four middle grades teachers: one fifth-grade teacher (Aubry – all names are pseudonyms), one seventh-grade teacher (Liam), one eighth-grade teacher (Autumn), and one elementary mathematics coach who had also been a middle school teacher (Luke).

The data collected consisted of a set of clinical interviews (Ginsburg, 1997) focused on three key areas of proportional reasoning: geometric applications of proportional reasoning, the relationship of fractions and proportions, and the appropriateness of using proportional reasoning to solve a given task. All interviews were conducted by the first author with occasional questions from the second author. All of the interviews were videorecorded with two cameras, providing a record of all written work and interactions with the technology as the participants worked on each task. Participants were told that the purpose of the pilot study was to “try out” an evolving set of tasks about proportions that were being piloted for the larger study. The participants were interviewed for 60-90 minutes at a time and each participated in two or three separate interviews that spanned proportional reasoning more broadly.

**Data Analysis**

All data were analyzed by mapping the ideas the participants used in solving each task (e.g., Empson, Greenstein, Maldonado, & Roschelle, 2013). Then, we distilled these maps by looking for the key proportional ideas that emerged as the participants reasoned about the task. We then, created a timeline of the key events in solving the task. Timelines included key mathematical phrases from the interview with the prompts placed inline so we could determine the extent to which an idea was naturally emerging or being prompted by the interviewer. We then analyzed the solution path to determine which mathematical resources they had invoked and whether those ideas were supporting a reasonable solution of each task. To allow ourselves to understand the participants’ approaches more broadly, we transferred this information into a cross-case table that allowed us to evaluate each task to see what knowledge resources were invoked and whether those resources seemed useful to the participant(s) invoking them.

**The Tasks**

Each task is briefly described below including a description of the task and our reasons for including it in the protocol. The first two tasks were intentionally developed so that neither was a comparison or missing value problem (Lamon, 2007) as our intentions were to understand how teachers reason about proportional situations rather than understanding whether they can
determine correct responses to procedural items. Tasks were modified slightly from one participant to the next in response to our desire to refine the items, however the essence of the questions was the same among the four participants.

The Thermometer Task is a Geometer’s Sketchpad (GSP) sketch that had two parts. The first showed two lines that related through a linear relationship, thus as the user drags the slider, they increase in length at the same rate. The second set of thermometers showed two lines that were proportional to each other, thus the second is always 3/5 the length of the first (Figure 1). This item was developed to determine the extent to which teachers recognize proportional and linear situations presented visually.

![Figure 1: Proportional Thermometer Task (a) Initially and (b) After Dragging the Point.](image)

The Smiling Guy Task was another GSP sketch that offered a fixed picture of “Smiling Guy” and a version of him that scaled up/down in a proportional way as the slider was moved (Figure 2). The item was based on a task about an imaginary character named “Wimpy” who liked to visit the hall of mirrors (Ben-Chaim, Keret, & Ilany, 2012). Based on early responses to the Santa task and to the original Wimpy task, we determined that our participants may not be attending to area as they reason about the changing size. We hypothesized that the dynamic nature of this new task would support more area-focused reasoning. Luke was not interviewed for this task.

![Figure 2: Smiling Guy Task (a) at Starting Point and (b) After Dragging](image)

The Santa Task was adapted from De Bock, Van Dooren, Janssens, and Verschaffel (2002). In their study, high school students were given the task along with a set of prompts to determine
the persistence of linearity in students’ thinking. Because their results about the persistence of linearity were compelling, we wondered whether middle grades teachers would perform similarly. In this paper-based task Santa has been painted on a bakery door and the task asks how much paint will be needed if the painter were to paint the same picture three times taller on a grocery store window. A series of scaffolding situations, some from DeBock et al. (2002) and some developed for our participants, were provided to support area reasoning in determining the correct paint amount.

![Figure 3: Initial Presentation of the Santa Task.](image)

**Results**

In this section, we briefly highlight observations from each task. Our goal was to understand how the teachers leveraged their knowledge resources to address each of the tasks. While each participant used a unique approach to each task, we present the findings here by looking for the particularly notable commonalities and differences between the teachers.

**Thermometers Task**

In the Thermometers task, we noticed a split in our participant pool. Autumn and Luke both relied on multiplicative reasoning—comparing one thermometer to the other—and making and testing conjectures to develop reasonable responses to the task. Both were ultimately able to identify that the first relationship was linear and the second was proportional. They relied on equivalent ratios to make this determination. For example, Autumn described the first (linear) situation saying, “I mean, the gap is always two until the initial start. Oh, the initial start, so zero to two. So there’s always just a two lead gap. So as far as proportions go, no, that would not be good.” Clearly showing that one of her criteria for differentiating proportions was that the “gap” between bars should not always be the same. This idea was reinforced on the second thermometer when she immediately tested the bars to see whether each could be 0 at the same time. Yet, when she declared that the second pair of bars was proportional, she had already written down some equivalent ratios as she shared, “if these two are proportional, then the difference when you increase the temperatures would have to be proportionally the same...So if this increases by 1, this would have to increase by 3/5. If this increases by 5, this would have to increase by 3.” She went on to explain that the length of one bar could be found relative to the other bar (e.g., the red bar is 3/5 of the blue bar.) To us, this demonstrated that she was invoking a number of knowledge resources including equivalence, multiplicative relationships, and a definition of proportion that included the (0,0) instance.

Like Luke and Autumn, Liam and Aubry focused on the difference between the length of the blue line and the length of the red line to come to different conclusions. Liam determined that...
there were not proportional “because they’re not the same”. This was not an idea well elaborated as Liam moved on to describe how he would find one specific instance of the relationships between the bars. Aubry, on the other hand, felt they were proportional because “it’s constant. It doesn't matter—if I went over—like if I went to 12, this would be 10. If I went to 10, this would be 8.” For Aubry, the idea of constant, as it related to proportionality, seemed to refer not to a particular multiplicative constant relationship between the bars, but rather to any constant relationship.

However, for the proportional thermometers, they referred to a constant change focused on how much length was added with each move of the slider. Both participants maintained that there were not generalizable relationships between the thermometers on the proportional version. In fact, Liam pondered, “If red is 3/5 of blue, how can I talk about that as a proportional relationship?” The participants’ responses indicated problematic use of knowledge resources related to the idea of constant in a proportion. Liam’s response suggested that constant might mean “the same”, though it was hard to know whether he meant the same length or the same rate of increase. However, his statement of not knowing how to think about red as 3/5 of blue in a proportional way was revealing in terms of highlighting that multiplicative reasoning was not being invoked by this task for him.

**Smiling Guy Task**

In the Smiling Guy Task, Autumn again used multiplicative language to compare the new Smiling Guy to the original. However, she rejected that the new Smiling Guy was proportional to the original because the ratio of areas changed as Smiling Guy increased or decreased in size. Thus, we assert that Autumn understood that there should be a comparison that yielded equivalent ratios, but was unable to identify the correct comparison between images. In contrast, Liam and Aubry accepted that Smiling Guy was proportional, but both again relied on reasoning that sounded additive. They explained that for every two units wider Smiling Guy gets, he also gets two units taller. We noted that this seemed almost like a formula—whatever you do to the top, you have to do to the bottom—rather than reasoning about the ratio as a coordination of two units (Lobato & Ellis, 2010). Thus, multiplicative reasoning used by Autumn did not yield a correct answer because she the understanding of constant she invoked was not adequate, whereas procedural reasoning from Liam and Aubry did yield correct answers.

When prompted about the relative size of the new Smiling Guy to the original, Autumn easily replied using multiplicative reasoning that took area into account. In contrast, Liam and Aubry struggled to name the relative size of the new Smiling Guy. They tried to make sense of the new size by relying on statements that included the phrase “for every” to explain the change. For example, when estimating how much larger the new Smiling Guy was than the original, Aubry said, “For every two units (on the slider scale) larger, it’s two times as big.” This further suggested that she was not coordinating units, but instead relied on application of a rule that says whatever is done to the width needs to be done to the height. It also demonstrated the problems the participants had with area. As shown in Figure 2, when the slider is pulled “over 2”, the resulting Smiling Guy is four times larger than the original, but he is two units taller.

**Santa Task**

In the Santa Task, we again saw Autumn and Luke using multiplicative comparisons to talk about the relative size of the new Santa to the original. Consistent with the findings reported for high school students in De Bock et al. (2007), however, these participants initially attended only to the height of the new Santa rather than the area of the Santa for reasoning about the amount of paint needed. In contrast, Liam and Aubry capitalized on the appearance that this task was a
missing-value problem (Lamon, 2007) by changing from their previous additive approaches. Instead, both set up proportions and used within space reasoning to find the scale factor between the two ratios (e.g., 168 is 3 times more than 56, so they multiplied the 6 ml by 3 to find 18ml of paint needed). As with Luke and Autumn, they only attended to height.

Interestingly, Luke, Aubry, and Liam rejected the use of area throughout the scaffolds included in the task. One such scaffold presented the Santa images with boxes drawn around them and asked whether this was a strategy that might be helpful for a student to use. All of the participants were readily able to see that the smaller image tiled the larger image, yet they continued to reject area reasoning for this task. Luke explained his rejection of this strategy saying, “Like in the original problem, they didn't mention anything about width or anything like that. It was just strictly based on height. So I was just seeing it just in that relationship - a ratio. Here, they're literally seeing how many of these copies will cover this larger copy - will fill up that larger copy.” Liam and Aubrey made similar statements. This suggested to us that the participants had knowledge resources available to them (e.g., tiling the small Santa on the larger one to determine relative size correctly) that they were unable to capitalize on in reasoning about the task.

In contrast, Autumn began to question her assertion of only attending to height when presented with the first scaffold, which presented two different solutions found by students in a fictitious class (18 ml and 54 ml). She replied, [The students] were looking at the… oh, just the height. Oh I could even be wrong. I mean we’re not considering maybe the whole area… I don’t know. I mean I really don’t know necessarily, I might be over thinking it, but how would they get… I’m thinking that these students thought of it in terms of proportions for something to be this high if it has to fill up that much paint, that to do this much 168, you need a proportional amount of paint and for the other students I’m honestly not sure.

By the end of the task, which included three additional prompts, including the one in which boxes are drawn around the images, Autumn concluded that area was the necessary measure rather than height. Based on our analysis of her reasoning, we believe that she realized perimeter (another option) would only allow her to know how much paint would go around Santa and that queued her to invoke her area reasoning.

Discussion

From this small-scale study, it became clear that the ability of teachers to invoke multiplicative reasoning varied, and when invoked it supported better reasoning about the situations than other (e.g., additive) reasoning. However, multiplicative reasoning was not enough to consistently yield correct reasoning in these tasks. Other knowledge resources seemed important to combine with multiplicative reasoning. In our analysis, we noted two such resources: understanding what is constant in a proportion and understanding the role of equivalence in proportions. We also noted that procedural applications of proportional problem solving came with trade-offs of their own.

Understanding the constant in a proportion seemed potentially important, but elusive for these participants. For example, Autumn provided reasoning about the Smiling Guy task that compared the original to the new Smiling Guy in reasonable ways given that she did not exhibit an understanding of the appropriate constant in the relationship. She knew that the ratios needed to be constant (i.e., equivalent), but was looking at the wrong ratios. In contrast, Liam responded, when asked specifically about the constant of proportionality, that he did not know what that was. For the four teachers in this pilot effort, the constant of proportionality was not invoked in
ways that allowed us to understand how the teachers might understand it as a concept or use it in their problem solving. There is a need for careful consideration of what teachers need to know about the constancy of proportions and how to support them in developing that understanding.

The second particularly helpful knowledge resource we noted what the use of equivalence. In these tasks, Luke and Autumn both regularly checked for equivalence as they worked. They invoked a definition of proportionality that allowed them to rely on such equivalence. Luke was very systematic about this, in that he created a t-chart for each situation and used that to reason both across and down the chart to ensure equivalence before declaring any situation proportional.

As with prior research (e.g., Karplus, Pulos, & Stage, 1983; Singh, 2010) we found that existing algorithms obscured our ability to fully understand the teachers’ sensemaking in places. This was particularly true in the Santa Task in which Liam and Aubry relied on a particular algorithm focused on one particular relationship to approach the task. We ponder whether this was an invocation of the common missing-value approach. We also ponder whether they understood the mathematical similarity of Santa to Smiling Guy. This raises questions about how teachers think of an equivalence class of relationships (e.g., Lobato & Ellis, 2010) if they treat a single instance in a different manner than a dynamic relationship. The use of the apparent missing-value approach also raised questions about whether Liam and Aubry were reasoning about ratios as relationships involving coordination of units or whether they were applying a rule of ‘do to the top what you do to the bottom.’

Combined, we assert that these data suggest that the teachers had understandings that were not invoked (e.g., area) as well as those that may have been underdeveloped (e.g., the constant of proportionality). However, the teachers did bring a number of resources to their analysis of the tasks. This suggests the needs for further research into this area so that we are better able to support teacher development of proportional reasoning. From this small study, we hypothesize that without perturbation, our participants did not face their weaknesses in understanding, even when scaffolds were provided to perturb their thinking, because their schemes were not challenged. Thus, being able to solve missing-value problems as in Santa may have demonstrated their ability to apply a procedural understanding in absence of conceptual grounding. This may limit the utility of the approach for a wider range of proportional tasks. Because these are preliminary data, this is a question for further exploration.

Finally, we see from these data that teachers do, in fact, have knowledge that may not be invoked in particular situations. This is important because it suggests that all of their knowledge resources may not be equally available to students in the classroom. It is also important because it suggests that more research is needed in this area. It is clear from this study that some of the knowledge not invoked was, in fact, available to the teachers more broadly. For example, they all demonstrated an easy ability to think about the Santa task using a tiling approach that allowed them to talk about area, yet they chose not to use that knowledge in thinking about the amount of paint needed for the task. Given the push for coherence in teacher understanding, it seems critical to more carefully understand what resources teachers have, which are invoked in different kinds of settings, how to support teachers in creating new connections within their existing understandings, and what understandings may need to be developed.
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